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Daniel M

on
09/19/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I miss this gun. Great trigger and I loved the modular frames. 











Joe S

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great company but not what I expected a Sig to be. 











Very Rev. Fr. Christopher R

on
02/15/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Superb Sig! And with the Modular system I have for her which Sig no longer makes I have three fine Sig's in One.Just goes to show you..don't think twice and go with your first choice. Twas a great pay off..and 3 superb Sig Sauer's: 9mm, 40S&W and .45acp. 











Rogelio M

on
01/04/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is a very nice pistol. It can be transform into other calibers. I have the 9mm. The only thing I dont like is the trigger mechanism. It takes or travel too long to make a shot. It makes you anticipate before it actually shoot. Its a big pistol, not good for conceal carry. 











Samuel W

on
02/14/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have only put about 20rds through my gun so far but I have to say that I am very happy with this purchase. I replaced the rear sight with the medium size night sight and then shot it so predictably the point of impact is low but that will be fixed when I replace the front sight. At 20 yards every shot was placed inside full size torso. Which I don’t think is bad considering it’s a new gun that I’m not terribly familiar with yet and having the full double action trigger. With more time and practice I will shrink my groups size down but right out of the box putting 15 of 20 shots in an 8in group at 20 yards is good in my book. I’m not sure why everyone complains about the trigger. It’s beautiful. Light and breaks like glass, just long. My finely tuned trigger on my 66-1 feels heavy now in comparison. It’s just too bad I didn’t realize this gun has been around for 10 years. Now I can’t find any of the x-change kits lol. Such is life. Good thing I got it in the configuration I wanted it in. I don’t think you can beat this for the money and I the layaway from Buds is awesome. 











Jon A

on
07/22/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first full size handgun, with the 17 plus 1 magazine and no safety, I had call this my battle gun and was go to gun for home protection. I have not tried any specialty ammo in it. Just FMJ. I do like this one and its is a keeper 











Brian R

on
07/07/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As Usual Bud's Guns is excellent to deal with. I love the gun, love the feel. Perfect transaction 











Michael L

on
06/29/2017




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I was a little disappointed. I was lured in by the value buy price. It is a SIG but I like my 229 357sig and 226 9mm 1000 times more 











Joseph L

on
06/03/2017




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I can fall asleep in between these trigger pulls. I have since sold this pistol, spend the little extra and get something else. Buds was great 











Jodi B

on
08/12/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










AWESOME price for a Sig Sauer! Accurate as all get out, 6 of us shot it & everyone did great with it. A little more bark & jump than I expected but it's a blast! Enough barrel to be accurate & that's always more fun! Came with a holster & 2 clips which I did not expect & I had bought 2 more clips. 17 shell clips are cool! I do have a nasty little burn/blister. The shells were ejecting back at me and I was thinking, wow, open up my shirt, catch them in my bra & no looking in the grass for brass & just about then, one hit me on the top of my left breast & stuck to me! Couple real good swear words came flying out & it left a good burn mark . . . wearing high necked shirts from now on! Used my CC, was a week & a half wait to get it but worth it for a great pistol & great price. Last order from Bud's came in 2 days! Spoiled me! 











John W

on
03/27/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Sig Sauer P250 is becoming one of my favorite firearms. It is extremely accurate. Some do not like the trigger pull, but I find it to be fairly light and exceptionally smooth with a very clean break. My P250 functions flawlessly. The modular design is a stroke of genius. One of the best features of this firearm becomes apparent when one leaves the range and begins properly caring for it. The breakdown is simple and easy. One can thoroughly clean the P250 in a matter of minutes keeping it in tip-top shape for years of use. 











Brett S

on
11/19/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really like the gun. A little tough to get used to with the DA only trigger. Once you learn to stage the trigger, it becomes a lot easier and is very accurate. Good looking gun that feels good in your hand. Wish it came with extra mags, but I would recommend it and will definitely keep it. 











Jeremy K

on
03/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice Sig, the trigger pull is a bit long if you are used to SA or SA/DA polymer pistols like Glocks but the fit and finish of the gun is flawless. I know I will get used to the trigger pull and in doing so become a better marksman. It will just take some practice. As usual, buds is awesome and the transaction was perfect. If you havent tried their layaway program yet give it a shot, they will even let you do layaway on "make an offer guns." just remember that the minimum is $298. This is my 3rd firearm purchase from buds and I have been very pleased with everything ive gotten from them. 











Luke B

on
01/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds is easy to use they ship fast and their prices are untouchable ...thank you for the perfect handgun 











Phil W

on
01/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first SIG and I have to say I am more than impressed. The pistol feels like it was hand crafted and at $399 is a steal. I can only imagine what more high end SIGs are like. Trigger is long but very smooth, clean break and reset. Field stripping was so easy, I would say the easiest pistol I have ever taken down. The take down pin rotates so flawlessly it puts all others to shame. Cleaned up (although it barely needed it) little oil and loaded 17 rounds of Hornady 115 grain Critical Defense ammo and it is all set. It does hold 17 rounds, just have to work that last round into the new mag. Very pleased with this purchase. Buds was awesome as always. If you have not purchased this gun you are making a big mistake. I highly recommend. 











Jeff G

on
01/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was reluctant to purchase this gun based on a number of really bad reviews concerning the long pull DOA trigger. Boy am I glad that I went for it! I cant say enough about the quality and accuracy of the gun, especially at this price point. I have had the gun for a few weeks now and have cycled 300 rounds of Blazer Brass through it without a single failure of ANY kind. I pull the trigger, and it goes boom. Now about the trigger, if you have an affinity towards a DAO trigger this might not be the gun for you. As far as the negative reviews, I can only say that IMO they are either based on heresay, or were rants by the typical "trigger sissies" that haunt the forums. Yes, the pull is long, but it is light, VERY smooth, and offers a crisp break. Whats not to like? The gun is very accurate, and feels like it was custom made for my hand. I was shooting nice tight groups right out of the blocks. This P250 has quickly become my favorite full size handgun! 











Neal C

on
12/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Pistol. Little lanky of a trigger pull even for a DAO, however still nice. Great pistol for the price. The review below is incorrect the Magazines indeed do hold 17 rounds. Just another cool pistol for my collection. Always a loyal Buds shopper and customer. 











Brandon L

on
12/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received gun on Saturday. Fast shipping by Buds a little of a delay from my FFL. Cleaned the gun once I got home. Very easy to breakdown and reassemble. The 17 Round magazines truly only holds 15 Rounds not 17 Rounds even tells you that in the manual. Took it to the range on Sunday. Went through about 345 Rounds. First impression, no FTE or FTF or Stove pipes. Trigger pull is very clean and smooth. It is DAO trigger so if your not familiar with them it'll take some time to get use to it. Only issue I have is it shoots to the left about 1/2 inch. So I adjusted to it and its a tack driver at 30FT. I still need to adjust the front sight so POA is correct. Front sight is in a Dovetail. Rear sight is fixed. Over all very pleased with the Sig P250. Will be buying a conversion kit for .45 in the near future. 











Brian S

on
12/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased this as my first handgun for home defense. Since it was my first gun I was looking into something that would be a great value. The P250 being able to change calibers peaked my interest and I made my purchase, delivery was quick and on time, 5 stars to Bud's. So far I put 200 rounds of 9mm through it before cleaning and haven't had one mishap. Gun loaded, went into battery, and ejected properly with every shot. Overall I'm pleased with the P250 and will definitely consider Sig for future purchases. 











John D

on
06/25/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Good gun for the money, but the price soon increases once you have to buy mags (the gun comes with only one), and they can be pricey. Very accurate once you get used to the long trigger pull, which can take a few sessions at the range to get just right. You can also buy caliber and size exchange kits, Basicaly turning this gun into dozens of possible pistol combinations. All in all this purchase was a great experience, and I will be shopping at buds again. 











Erica S

on
04/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










We were nervous ordering a firearm online but our experience with Buds was so easy and received our order 5 working days later. In fact we started a friendship with the FFL that we chose from the list that came up in our area. Thanks for making this such a satisfying and comfortable experience. i would definitely endorse Buds to friends in the future. I know of some other online sales sites that could use some advise from your customer service crew. Thanks guys. 











Sean M

on
11/30/2011




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I just bought the full-size P250 9mm from Buds and shot it for the first time this morning. I was a bit underwhelmed. Like other reviews have stated, the DA only trigger pull is very long and a bit awkward. I am a LE officer and have shot many Glocks, S&W's, Beretta's, and a few others. I was just searching online for the P250 medium grip and short trigger to possibly install on my new P250. I think these mods will cost me abut another $125 (installed). And the P250's only come with one mag. Tack on another $40. So, the great $370 price point is going to change if you have to make improvements. I will say that the gun is accurate and did not misfire. Bottom Line: if you just want a pistol to plink around with or target shoot, and have the time to relax and take your time on every shot...and have unlimited time to spend at the range and get familiar and proficient with the the long trigger pull, this gun should suit you fine. But if you want an out of the box pistol that you may have to use in a critical situation, and don't have unlinited time and money to spend at the range, you might want to explore your options. 











Frank M

on
11/18/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First purchase from Bud's, and it won't be my last. The P250 is my first handgun, and after seeing reviews, a lot mixed, I took a chance on it. Bud's was excellent with their layaway plan, and when my firearm shipped, it reached my FFL in a matter of a few days! It reached my FFL on 11/14, I picked it up on 11/15, and finally had a chance to take it to the range on 11/18. I did clean it and properly lubricate it before taking it out. My only complaint was the rather stiff takedown lever that took a lot of effort to disengage. Removing it and lubricating it helped though. Fired nearly 200 rounds on my first day with no problems whatsoever! A great firearm for the price! I will certainly be doing more business with Bud's in the future! 











Joshua B

on
11/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bough this gun from buds about a week ago. Already shot 150 rounds through it without any jams or misfires. The trigger pull is long but very smooth and very accurate. Easy to strip and clean. Buds processing and shipping were great, 7 days to receive my gun from order date to delivery. 











Aaron T

on
10/26/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This Sig lives up to the hype. Ran 100 rounds of ball ammo right of the box not one misfire or jam. Single action drop is smooth, trigger pull is consistent not double action or 2 stage. Only thing I felt was a con was the pistol grip felt thin in my hand. Aside from that I would definitely reccomend this firearm to a friend. Buds shipping was quick and transfer at the FFL was quick no holdups. Will definitely do business again. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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